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Hangar No. 10 is located north of the Commuter Aviation Terminal/General 
Aviation Terminal (the former ATC Terminal) and the Main Terminal on Thomas 
Avenue to the west and the airport apron to the east. It is the central hangar of the 
North Hangar Line, and is flanked by pairs of hangars (Hangar Nos. 8 and 9 to the 
south and Hangar Nos. 11 and 12 to the north). 

HISTORICAL INFORMATION 

Washington National Airport opened in 1941 with one hangar situated to the south 
of the Main Terminal. Hangar construction for general airport use continued to the 
south, leaving the north area largely vacant until 1944 when the Army Air Force Air 
Transport Command (ATC) began building facilities there for its use. 

The hangar was one of several structures built to the north of the Main Terminal by 
the ATC at Washington National in 1944. The other facilities were a passenger 
terminal and operations building, a 24-hour lunch bar, a fire-crash station, and an 
air mail and air freight warehouse. The entire complex was designed by Charles M. 
Goodman, principal architect of the Supply and Service Division of the ATC. 
Construction was carried out by the C.H. Tompkins Company of Washington, DC 
under the direction of the US Army Corps of Engineers. The airport allowed the 
presence of the military with the stipulations that its activities not interfere with 
commercial airline operations, and that its buildings be transferred to civilian uses 
at the airport six months after the end of the war. 

Similar in type to those found at Army bases, the portable, or demountable, hangar 
was used for routine and emergency servicing of ATC planes, as well as emergency 
servicing of other military aircraft. The hangar had machine, propeller, hydraulic, 
paint, wood, radio, and electrical repair shops; parachute, life raft and supply rooms; 
and office space. In addition to regular maintenance, planes were also checked for 
proper payload distribution and outfitted for special duties. These included carrying 
crucial war personnel on long flights which mandated the installation of sleeping 
berths, anq modifications necessary for the plane to face a variety of climatic 
conditions. 

A main purpose for Hangar No. 10 was the storage and servicing of presidential 
aircraft, the first of which was a modified Douglas Airiraft C-54 built specifically to 
serve that function, and the only one of its kind built. This aircraft was known as 
the "Sacred Cow" because of security restrictions surrounding its use. Designed to 
accommodate President Roosevelt, the C-54 was equipped with a battery-operated 
elevator to lift the president in his wheelchair from the hangar floor directly mto the 

1"Terminal at Washington Airport Embraces Advanced Designs," 
Construction, October 9, 1944, p. 19. 

2Wesley Frank Craven and James Lea Cate, eds., The Anny Air Forces In 
World War II, Vol. VII, Services Around the World (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1958), p. 27. 
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cabin of the plane. Other unusual features included a presidential stateroom, a 
conference table, and a bullet-proof picture window. Despite the special 
accommodations, President Roosevelt made only one trip in this particular plane. 
The flight, known in ATC circles by its codes names of "Argonaut" and "Trip 17," 
took Roosevelt from Washington National to his meeting with Stalin and Churchill 
at Yalta. During this trip Roosevelt became the first president to fly overseas, the 
first to leave the United States during wartime, and the first to travel to Africa while 
in office. President Truman also flew in the "Sacred Cow," until it was rep~ced in 
official presidential use with "The Independence," a modified Douglas DC-6. 

The transfer of the facility from military to civilian use did not take place within the 
planned time frame. Reluctant to forego the convenience of using an already 
established facility so close to downtown Washington, the military claimed that 
transferring operations would involve a great deal of time and would inconvenience 
"VIP" priority passengers. The ATC structures blocked Washington National's next 
obvious northward path of physical expansion, and therefore limited further 
commercial growth. Airport officials were eager to have Washington National, 
which reached the one million passengers a year mark in 1947, expand its operations 
further, especially into the international airline market. 

As commercial airline growth put more pressure on the facilities at the airport, the 
presence of the ATC (which became the Military Air Transport Service [MATS] in 
June 1948, combining the ATC and the Naval Air Transport Service), and other Air 
Force activities, became increasingly unwelcome. The original agreement between 
the airport and the military, which was signed in January 1944 for construction of 
the new ATC facilities that year, was updated several times beginning in the late 
1940s to reflect a continuing but gradually decreasing military presence at the 
airport. The series of agreements, which continued into the 1960s, established joint 
usage arrangements for some facilities, and transfer to civilian uses of some others. 
Hangar No. 10 remained in the ownership of the Air Force until at least December 
1955. By that time, however, the Air Force was not using the entire hangar and was 
renting some 4 space to the Civil Aeronautics Administration ( CAA) and the US 
Coast Guard. 

Airport records do not indicate exactly when Hangar No. 10 was transferred to 
civilian ownership. However, an internal Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) 
memorandum dated April 6, 1960 indicates that the hangar was under FAA 
jurisdiction by that time, and at least part of it was leased to the Corps of Engineers. 
An agreement signed June 1 of that year and other sources indicate that the Air 
Force was also still renting space in the hangar, apparently in connection with 
Presidential air traffic.) 

3History of Special Air Missions (Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland: Office 
of History, 89th Military Airlift Wing, 1989), pp. 4-13; Alice Price, Telephone 
interview with former ATC employee, January 3, 1990. 

4Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority Archives, File VF-43 56, 
Tempos, WNA. 

5Jbid. 
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Airport officials had never intended that Hangar No. 10 would last as long as it has, 
at least in its present ( original) location. When the North Hangar Line was 
constructed in 1947 and 1948, flanking the portable Hane;ar No. 10, the design was 
planned to allow for another permanent hangar to be bmlt in place of the portable 
one. However, because of continued military usage of the facility, that plan was 
never carried out. Hangar No. 10 remained in active airport use until 1965, when it 
was declared surplus. Various proposals for its removal were considered by airport 
officials, including dismantling 1t and moving it to the District of Columbia's Lorton 
Reformatory, located in Lorton, Virginia. However, prison officials were unable to 
raise sufficient funds to pay for removal of the hangar with private labor, and airport 
officials would not allow convict labor to be used on airport property so the transfer 
did not go through. At the end of 1965, Hangir No. 10 was returned to real 
property status and has been kept in use since then. 

ARCHITECTURAL INFORMATION 

Hangar No. 10 is a demountable steel arch structure that reaches two and one-half 
levels high. Rectangular in plan, it measures 189 feet by 217 feet 8 inches, and 
consists of one large, unencumbered hangar area with one story shop and office 
spaces running along the north and south sides. It is oriented so that the east 
elevation opens directly onto the airfield, and the west opens onto Thomas Avenue. 

The lower level of the east (airside) elevation of the hangar has multi-leaved steel 
sliding doors that open to the airfield horizontally in both directions along track 
mechanisms. A band of vertical lines of small, round, fixed pane windows at the 
upper level allows light to penetrate the hangar space. On the southern end of this 
elevation is a large, metal roll-up door which is newer than the rest of the door 
segments. Within each end door panel is a pilot door which allows access to the 
interior of the hangar space, shops, and offices when the hangar doors are closed. 

The west (landside) elevation is sheathed with "Steelox" metal panels. There are 
two sets of double metal doors on this elevation, one located at each corner. On the 
upper portion of the elevation are windows like those on the east elevation 
described above. 

The arched roof is covered with ribbed steel decking panels protected by built-up 
roofing materials. The hangar originally had a large "AAF" (Army Air Force) 
painted on the portion of the roof which faces south but that has been painted or 
roofed over. A monitor skylight runs along the center of the roof. 

Steel framed shop sections on the north and south sides are sheathed with Steelox 
panels and fenestrated with steel sash awning windows. The north elevation has a 
centrally located metal roll-up truck loading door. A metal entrance door located at 
the western corner of the north elevation is probably not original. A flat roof 

6Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority Archives, File VF-43 56, 
Hangar No. 10, Lease -- 1952-65; leases and dismantling. 
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composed of Steelox roof panels, 1 inch rigid insulation, and built-up roofing covers 
the shop and office areas. 

The structure of the hangar is formed b)_'. twelve 200 foot long steel arch trusses that 
are placed at intervals of 17 feet, 4 1/2 inches, and rise from a 6 to 8 inch thick 
reinforced concrete floor slab. Four service pits are located within the floor. They 
are equipped with 4-inch drains, air and water lines, and wooden covers. Several 6-
inch drams are inserted in the floor at regular intervals to handle general drainage. 
Steel girders span between the 12 main arches. An enclosed skylight projects 
slightly from the center of the roof and runs transversely across the hangar arches. 
The skylight is now covered with metal panels. Horizontal banks of fluorescent 
lights hang from the steel trusses. The original lighting was provided by high bay 
industrial reflectors. Heat was originally supplied by units hung from the trusses but 
in more recent times was supplied by the airport's central heating system. 

The shop and office areas, along the north and south sides of the structure, are 
delineated by Steelox panel partitions. The office/shop sections are partially within 
the arched hangar space, but also project beyond the arches. Relatively evenly
spaced windows pierce the north elevation of the north shops section and the south 
elevation of the south shops section. Except for the alterations noted above, Hangar 
No. 10 is largely unchanged from its original condition. 
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